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A joint public meeting for all interested parties was held by the Planning Board and the Board of Aldermen 
Land Use Committee on Wednesday, January 31, 2018 at 6:00 p.m. in the Aldermanic Chambers on the 
Second Floor of Somerville City Hall, 93 Highland Avenue, Somerville, MA. The purpose of the meeting was 
the following: 
 
ADOPTION OF A NEW SOMERVILLE ZONING ORDINANCE TO SUPERSEDE THE CURRENT 

ZONING ORDINANCE AS ORIGINALLY ADOPTED ON MARCH 23, 1990. 
This meeting will review drafting technique, document structure, and other technical items related to the proposed 
ordinance. 
 

- Planning Director George Proakis present an overview about the overhaul of the zoning ordinance. There 
will be three meetings: 1) tonight’s presentation by staff senior planner Dan Bartman will be on document 
basics, 2) Tuesday Feb 13 overview and history and policy, 3) Tuesday March 13 public hearing/testimony. 

- Ald. Lance Davis requests that the URL be on the 1st or 2nd slide. Dan Bartman stated that public comment 
period is already open online at civiccomment.org through www.somervillezoning.com. Moving forward 
administratively, Ald. Rossetti requested correction of date and add page numbers before presentation 
uploaded. Ald. Ewen-Campen requested check resolution of atlas images online. Ald. Davis stated non-
regulatory sections should be explained/called out with special attention. Ald. Niedergang stated 
“elsewhere in this ordinance” needs clarification. Bartman stated Article 15 explains that other districts tell 
where to find additional information for specific processes. Planning Board member Michael Capuano 
asked if the parking and all the necessary information is included in each district and whether every special 
permit item is specified. Ald. Davis stated that this approach is fantastic for user-friendlies and added that 
Article 15 may need a specific reference back to the districts. 

Discussion 
- Ald. Ewen-Campen asked where do people look to determine what can be done on their property? Bartman 

stated there is no place to compare map to map conveniently but can make the maps clearer online and may 
require meeting with staff. 

- Ald. Ewen-Campen asked what is the maximum buildout of the doomsday scenario? Bartman stated 
building types are regulated by dimensions so if the desired type is larger, it will not be approved.   
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- Ald. JT Scott asked if any building desiring more housing units will require a special permit? Bartman said 
yes. 

- Ald. Davis said please point out location in UR. Bartman said page 47 NR increases in density, page 87 for 
UR. 

- Ald. Hirsch requested Bartman outline high level reasons for change to explain how different bocks could 
look. Bartman said the tests that have been done so far are showing less development. There is a current 
and proposed district comparison online. 

- Ald. Mbah asked how did the brownfields get zoned? Bartman replied either what the current use is or what 
the neighborhood plan shows as vision. 

- Ald. White stated important to point out to public that this is form-based zoning and is different than 
previous organization of dimensional standards. Would be good to have education sessions. Bartman said 
level of detail on physical design is emphasized. 

- Ald. White said a two-unit house cannot be torn down and replaced with a six-unit building; this idea 
protects the character of the existing neighborhoods. 

- Ald. Davis said this is a hybrid code. Bartman said correct; this has form-based elements but existing cities 
need to still regulate uses. 

- Ald. Ewen-Campen asked if special permits are allowed to create 6-unit as referenced by Ald. White? 
Bartman said no; each district is capped with maximum units in buildings. 

- Ald. Ballantyne asked about the Union Square sustainability section, where is that? Bartman replied in 
Development Standards 10.9 (page numbers are incorrect in this chapter). Do we want to correct the page 
number issue sooner? Planning Board Chair Prior said if the advertisement of public hearing is still timely, 
it can be corrected for the public version. 

- Ald. Ballantyne asked how do we keep tract of amendments? Bartman said this will be covered at end of 
presentation. 

- Ald. White said “not substantially more detrimental” is a finding. Bartman said Board of Alderman will 
dictate the parameters to the review boards. 

- Ald. Mbah asked what is the City Open Space Plan? Bartman said a 5 year process required to provide 
access to state funds. 

- Ald. Niedergang would like an explanation of difference between current and proposed special permit 
process. 

- Ald. Davis stated that not having defined terms emphasized at this point of review may make review 
difficult for Board of Alderman and public. 

- Ald. White suggested to make “shall” a defined term. Bartman said it’s explained in Article 1. 
- Ald. Scott asked if zoning review was by Building Official in ISD. Bartman said Hans Jensen is zoning 

reviewer for ISD but is located within Planning and Zoning Department. 
- Ald. Niedergang said in theory its fine that district maps change rather than neighbors having input on 

every lot. Ald. Ballantyne said some lots have changed and trying to determine how much input residents 
can insert/influence. Bartman said Board of Alderman and Planning and Zoning Dept. are capable of 
making decisions about the growth of the city. Staff senior planner Melissa Woods said zoning map memo 
on somervillezoning.com explains the mapping theory. Capuano said as process moves forward, certain 
lots will be part of the detailed conversation. 

- Ald. Davis said general concept changes the current process of everything needing approval but this 
proposal puts a firm line which creates more “by-right” projects. This means the line (or map) has to be 
carefully drawn. 

- Ald. White said the culture in community is that public can weigh in - is that is being changed? Ald. Davis 
said size of building is not debatable but there is a considerable public process. Bartman said there is 
proposed more public input about mitigation and impacts rather than the form of the building. 

- Ald. White said the massing of building is currently influenceable and shadows make a big impact. 
Bartman said he expects feedback. Ald. Davis said lot by lot will have to be considered as a board. 

- Ald. Scott asked about the map comparison location? The zoning atlas links to out of date map. Ald. 
Rossetti asked if the recent vote on map changes have been taken into account in new mapping. Proakis and 
Bartman replied yes. 

- Ald. Hirsch said thank you for this hard work. Bartman said the entire department, even planners that are 
no longer with the city, plus the general public has helped. Ald. Hirsch asked about an overview of the 
topics that have been set aside and pacing of review. Ald. Davis said Feb 13 will be introduction but also 
what has changed and advanced from the previous meetings (on video). Proakis will point out focus areas. 
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- Ald. Ewen-Campen asked what is the theory of building size being removed from public review? Bartman 
said primary reason is that now affordability issues are throughout the process. Other reason is that we 
should take charge of where we want growth. We need to make the physical decisions about our vision 
instead of allowing pop-ups all across the city. Banks that fund development need predictability. Bartman 
will provide a background presentation from a while ago to the board for reference. 

- Ald. McLaughlin asked if the zoning passes, what happens to projects underway? Bartman said if a project 
enters the process and then the code passes then it has to be redone to new standards. Amount of time at 
risk has been lessened but difficult to eliminate completely. Ald. McLaughlin is concerned about projects 
rushing through for approvals and will have meeting about specifics. 

- Ald. Hirsch asked how does this process relate to overlay and neighborhood planning? Bartman said Davis 
Square is moving forward and is early in the process. Depending on timing, other planning efforts will still 
keep moving forward. 

- Ald. Ballantyne asked what happens if permit expires during the transition period? Bartman said two years 
for permit to begin construction but if expired then have to reapply. 

- Ald. White asked about challenges in land court? Special Permit granted but conditions not met, can site 
plan approval be challenged? Bartman said varies across municipalities but this version allows challenge 
like a special permit. 

- Ald. Davis said immensely impressed with the document; thank you. 
- Ald. Ballantyne said for editing purposes would prefer to get changes as they happen and color code like 

happened during Union Square. Also add revision dates to bottom of pages. Ald. Davis said idea is that 
pages are replaced within the binder. Ald. Rossetti pleased that the President kept you as Chair of Land Use 
Committee. Ald. Scott asked is there a redline version from July version? Bartman said no as it was an in-
house working document (3 evolutions on web). 

Joint Meeting closed at 8:32pm after motion to end meeting proposed by Kevin Prior and seconded by Joseph 
Favaloro. 

 
 
Other Business 
 
 
NOTICE: While reasonable efforts have been made to assure the accuracy of the data provided in these minutes, do 
not rely on this information as the complete and accurate portrayal of the events in the meeting without first 
checking with the Planning Division staff.  If any discrepancies exist, the decisions filed by the Board serve as 
the relevant record for each case.  The Planning Division also maintains audio recordings of most Board meetings 
that are available upon request.  
 

Plans and reports are available at the City of Somerville website at the following link: 
https://www.somervillema.gov/departments/ospcd/planning-and-zoning/reports-and-decisions 


